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Format:  Static Display       Performance         Multi Media     
   

Clarity and 
Organization 

/10 

 
Originality 

/10 

 
Interview 

/10 

 
Research 

/10 

 
Overall Impression 

/10 

 
Overall Mark 

/50 
 
Do the dimensions of this project exceed 80cm. depth, 250cm. width, and 100cm. height?            Yes             No 

Would you recommend this project for an award?      Please see criteria description on back.        Yes             No 

 
Clarity and Organization – 10 Points  
 
- topic unclear and/or unconnected to  
  Canadian Heritage 
- no logical organization 
- no overall unity of project elements 
- communication of ideas not clear or 
  precise 
 
 
1        2        3        4       5 

 
- topic somewhat clear and  
  somewhat connected to Canadian 
  Heritage 
- some logical organization 
- some connection of elements of  
  project 
- communication of ideas 
  usually clear and precise 
6         6.5 

 
- topic clear and relevant to  
  Canadian Heritage 
- project well-organized 
- elements of project  connected well 
- clear communication of 
  ideas 
 
 
7        7.5 

 
- topic clear and extremely 
  relevant to Canadian Heritage 
- excellent organization 
- connections between 
  elements clear & interesting 
- clear, precise and interesting  
  communication of ideas 
 
8        9        10 

 
Originality – 10 Points 
 
- very little originality 
- very little original thought 
- very little creativity in design 
- very little creativity in   presentation  

1        2         3         4         5 

 
- some originality 
- some original thought 
- some creativity in design 
- some creativity in   presentation 

6         6.5 

 
- good originality 
- good original thought 
- creative in design 
- creative presentation 

7         7.5 

 
- exceptional originality 
- creative and original thought 
- exceptionally  creative  in design 
- unique and creative presentation 

8        9        10 
 
Interview – 10 Points 
 
- has difficulty answering questions  
  about content 
- shows little understanding of the  
  topic 
- students voice is rarely evident 
 

1        2         3         4        5 

 
- has some difficulty answering        
  questions 
- shows some understanding of the  
  topic 
- students voice is sometimes  
  evident 

6         6.5 

 
- has little difficulty answering          
  questions 
- shows good understanding of  the   
   topic 
-  students voice is frequently   
   evident 

7         7.5 

 
- answers questions expertly and   
  confidently 
- shows excellent  understanding  
  of the topic 
- students voice is always evident 
 

8      9        10 
 
Research – 10 Points 
 
- only one source used 
- source used not valid or incorrect 
- little evidence of thorough research 
- no interpretation of data 
 
 

1        2         3         4         5 

 
- only  a few sources used 
- generally valid research data 
- some evidence of thorough 
  research 
- some evidence of interpretation of 
  data 

6         6.5   

 
- selection of sources used 
- valid research data 
- thorough research data 
- good evidence of interpretation of  
  data 
 

7        7.5 

 
- excellent selection of sources   
  used 
- well-chosen valid research data 
- thorough and interesting  
  research data 
- excellent data interpretation 

8        9        10 
 

Overall Impression – 10 Points 
 
- project and presentation show an          
 attempt to be interesting to the              
audience 
- a beginning effort 
 

1        2         3         4         5 

 
- project and  presentation are   
  sometimes engaging and inspiring 
- a work in progress 
 
 

6         6.5 

 
- project and presentation are often       
engaging and inspiring, leaving a   
 strong impression 
- demonstrates good work 
 

7       7.5 

 
- project and presentation are  
  consistently engaging and inspiring 
  leaving a strong and lasting   
  impression 
- an exemplary project 

8        9       10 
 



 
Awards: 
 
Archives of Ontario Award, in recognition of outstanding student achievement for the best use of original records related to 
Ontario history. 
 
CN Veterans Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in celebration of veteran’s and military stories. 
 
Guiness World Record Museum, in recognition of outstanding achievement in a multi-media presentation 
 
Hbc Explorers Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in demonstrating an aspect of exploration that has 
influenced the history of Canada. 
 
Heritage Niagara Esther Summers Award of Excellence, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a topic 
related to the history, heritage and culture of the Niagara Region. 
 
IMAX Theatre, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting the history of Niagara Falls. 
 
Imperial Oil Science and Technology, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a topic that focuses on 
science and technology. 
 
Laurier Lapierre Medal, in recognition of exceptional enthusiasm and dedication to history and heritage.  Project must have 
a Canadian theme. 
 
Lundy’s Lane Museum Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a topic related to the history, 
heritage and culture of Niagara Falls. 
 
Niagara Catholic District School Board Award, in recognition of a creative thinker who demonstrates a thorough 
understanding of his/her topic and is able to share his/her knowledge articulately. 
 
Niagara Sky Wheel, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting the history of Niagara Falls. 
 
Norval Johnson Heritage Library Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a topic relating to Black 
History. 
 
OECTA, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a topic that focuses on Union/Workers 
movement/Catholicity. 
 
Ontario Genealogical Award, in recognition of outstanding student achievement for research that includes the application 
of genealogic research. 
 
Parasol Productions Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting the life of a famous woman. 
 
PenFinancial Credit Union, in recognition of an outstanding project dealing with entrepreneurship. 
 
RBC Foundation Award, in recognition of outstanding achievement in celebrating an aspect of Aboriginal history, heritage, 
or culture. 
 
Robert J. Foley, The Haunted Press Publishers and Distributors, in recognition of outstanding achievement in presenting a 
project dealing with any aspect of the Niagara Region, past or present. 
 


